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In this talk, we studied the implication of the constraint on the reheating tem-
perature coming from the gravitino problem on models of leptogenesis. We point
out that in supersymmetric extensions of the standard model, all existing mod-
els of neutrino masses and leptogenesis, except the one with right-handed singlet
neutrinos are ruled out for a large range of the gravitino mass.
Recent announcement of experimental indications1 for very small neutrino
masses implies an extension of the standard model (SM) where the right-
handed neutrinos and a mechanism to explain the smallness of the neutrino’s
masses have to be included. In this talk, first, we review the different models of
neutrino masses and leptogenesis. Secondly, we evaluate the effects of the SM
gauge interaction on leptogenesis. Finally, we discuss the gravitino constraint
on the reheating temperature and its implications for the neutrino masses and
leptogenesis models.
1 Models of neutrino masses and leptogenesis
All the models of neutrino masses require existence of new heavy particles H
with a mass M and lepton number violating interactions. At low energy this
results in an effective dimension-5 operator O = h2 1M ℓLℓLφφ, where φ is the
usual higgs doublet which gives masses to the quarks and charged leptons. H
could be a SU(2)L singlet or a triplet and it could be a fermion or a scalar,
which gives four possible categories of models for neutrino masses 2. In the
following, we briefly discuss the different classes of models:
Right handed neutrinos: The fermion content of the standard model is
extended to include one right handed neutrinos (Nα, α = 1, 2, 3) per gener-
ation, which are singlets under the SM gauge group. The right handed neu-
trinos have Majorana masses and Yukawa couplings with other leptons. By
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the usual see-saw mechanism4, the left-handed neutrinos get a small Majorana
mass Mν = −mTD 1MRmD. The decay of Nα can generate the amount of lepton
asymmetry of the universe5,6, if it satisfies the out-of-equilibrium condition,
ΓNα =
h2
iα
8π Mα < H = 1.7
√
g∗
T 2
MPl
at T = Mα, where, H is the Hubble
constant, g∗ is the effective number of helicity states, MPl is the Planck scale
and hiα, the Yukawa coupling of the neutrinos.
Triplet higgs : It is possible to extend the standard model to include
SU(2)L triplet higgs scalar fields
8 (ξa ≡ (1, 3,−1), a = 1, 2 two of them are
required for CP violation), whose relevant interactions are,
L =Maξ†aξa + fijξ†aℓiℓj + µξaφφ+ h.c. (1)
The triplet higgs acquires a very tiny vev, which gives a Majorana mass to the
neutrinos. Lepton number violation comes from the decays of the triplet higgs,
ξa. The one loop self-energy diagrams interfere with the tree level decays to
give CP violation. If M2 > M1 and ξ1 decays away from thermal equilibrium,
i.e., Γ1 < H at T =M1, then a lepton asymmetry will be generated
7.
Triplet Majorana fermions : One can also extend the standard model to
include a SU(2)L triplet fermions, whose large Majorana masses breaks lepton
number. For all practical purposes they behave similar to those like the right
handed neutrinos and give neutrino masses through see-saw mechanism9. Their
decay can generate a lepton and hence baryon asymmetry of the universe.
Radiative models : It is possible to write down the effective dimension-5
operator with SU(2)L singlet field (χa ≡ (1, 1,−1), a = 1, 2, two of these
fields are required to get CP violation) if there are at least two higgs dou-
blets (φa, a = 1, 2). The neutrino masses originate from radiative diagrams
and hence are naturally small 10. The relevant part of the Lagrangian for
leptogenesis is given by
L =Mχa χ†aχa + fχaijχ†aℓiℓj + µχχaφ1φ2 + h.c. (2)
Among all the above four classes of models for neutrino masses, only models
with a singlet right-handed neutrino does not have any standard model gauge
interaction. In all the three other classes of models, the new particles whose
interactions break lepton number, transform non-trivially under the standard
model. We shall next study the consequences of the SM gauge interaction on
leptogenesis.
2 SM gauge interaction and leptogenesis
For simplicity, we shall consider a couple of generic heavy scalar Ha, a = 1, 2,
which couples to the standard model gauge bosons through gauge interactions.
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In a supersymmetric model, the corresponding superpartner will have similar
gauge interactions with the gauginos and hence will suffer from the same prob-
lem. For the generation of a lepton asymmetry of the universe we assume that
the relevant part of the lagrangian is similar to that of eqn(1). The generated
CP asymmetry is given by η. We shall also assume that Mh1 < M
h
2 , so that
first Mh2 decays and then the decay of M
h
1 generates the lepton asymmetry of
the universe. The evolution of lepton number (nL = nℓ − nℓc) is given by the
Boltzmann equation 11,
DnL = ηΓH [nH − neqH ]−
(
nL
nγ
)
n
eq
HΓH − 2nγnL〈σL|v|〉, (3)
where, the operator D ≡ [ ddt + 3H]; neqH is the equilibrium distribution of H1
given by neqH =
TMh21
2π2 K2(
Mh1
T ); ΓH is the thermally-averaged decay rate of Ha;
nγ is the photon density and 〈σL|v|〉 is the thermally-averaged lepton number
violating scattering cross section. The number density (nH) of H1 satisfies the
Boltzmann equation,
DnH = −ΓH(nH − neqH ) + (nH2 − neqH 2)〈σH |v|〉. (4)
The second term on the right is the lepton number conserving thermally-
averaged H†1 +H1 →WL +WL scattering cross section of the heavy particles
H1. The details of the computation can be found in ref(3). Here, we shall
summarize the main results.
For our analysis we shall thus assume,
γΓ
H(Mh
1
=T )
H(Mh1 =T )
≪ 1 at T ∼ Mh1 and
thus η < 10−5. Taking the SU(2)L gauge coupling constant to be given by
the GUT coupling constant at the GUT scale, the effects of the SM gauge
scattering are presented in figure 1. So, for the allowed value of η ≤ 10−5
the lowest possible Hh1 mass for the generation of enough lepton asymmetry
of the universe becomes Mh1 > O(10
12) GeV .
3 Gravitino problem and leptogenesis
We have to keep in mind that leptogenesis can occur only after the end of
inflation. In supersymmetric theories, the thermal production of massive grav-
itinos restricts the beginning of the radiation-dominated era following inflation
except when the gravitino is very light12. After the inflation a large number
of gravitinos are produced, which interact very weakly. The late decays of
unstable gravitinos can then modify the abundances of light elements causing
inconsistency with observation. In the other hand, stable gravitinos may over-
close the universe. This imposes a upper bound on the reheating temperature
TRH
13,14,15,17.
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Figure 1: Lepton asymmetry of the universe for different masses of H1, when effects of gauge
interaction is included. R is defined as R =
(nL/s)
with H
†
1
+H1→WL+WL
(nL/s)
without H
†
1
+H1→WL+WL
and f = fhij
In the case of stable gravitinos, a limit on the TRH can be derived from
the closure limit of the universe16,
TRH ≤ 1010 GeV ×(
m3/2
100 GeV
)× ( 1 TeV
mg˜(µ)
)2 (5)
with m3/2 is the mass of the gravitino and mg˜(µ) is the running mass of the
gluino. In the case of unstable gravitinos, the upper bound on the TRH depends
on the m3/2. Essentially, one gets the followings constraints from primordial
nucleosynthesis18
TRH ≤ 109 GeV m3/2 < 1 TeV (6)
TRH ≤ 1012 GeV 1 TeV< m3/2 < 5 TeV (7)
So, even for the stable gravitino, when the bound on the reheating tem-
perature is given by eqn(5), it will not be possible to generate enough lepton
asymmetry in these scenarios, where the lepton number violating particle have
got standard model gauge interactions.
In summary, we point out that all the supersymmetric models of neutrino
masses, except for the one with singlet right handed neutrinos and left-right
symmetric models, may not be able to generate enough lepton asymmetry of
the universe consistently with the gravitino bound on the reheating tempera-
ture in inflationary universe.
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